
FEAST
Disney Pixar Short Film

After watching the short film, answer:

What’s the name of the dog?______________

Picture dictionary: read and draw

JUNK FOOD  HEALTHY FOOD  FEAST

BREAK UP  PUPPY  GET MARRIED

Color the food you saw in the video: 

cucumber cake carrots beans pears plums

ice cream lettuce oranges nachos muffins chicken

spaghetti sandwich popcorn burger fish pizza

True or False?:

1. James is a vegetarian.

2. The woman wears glasses.

3. Winston likes pizza.

4. Winston doesn’t like vegetables.

5. The woman is a secretary.

6. James is short and thin.

7. Winston has got a long tail.

8. The woman is thin.

https://vimeo.com/120390959


Look at the pictures and

Order the events:

___ The children give Winston junk food.

___ James and the woman get married.

___ There is a puppy in the street.

___ James gives Winston dog food and junk food, like pizza, nachos and hamburgers. 

___ A man called James adopts the puppy.

number them in the correct order:

___ James meets a woman in a restaurant.

___ James names the puppy “Winston”.

___ The woman gives Winston vegetables.

___ One night, the couple breaks up and James is very sad.
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